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QUESTION 1

Which command prevents Veritas Volume Manager from allocating space on disk DISK_8 when volumes are created
without specifying disk allocation? 

A. vxdisk set reserve=on DISK_8 

B. vxdisk reserve DISK_8 

C. vxedit set reserve=on DISK_8 

D. vxedit reserve DISK_8 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

An administrator sets up site awareness on a host and needs to verify that everything is set up correctly. 

Which command should the administrator execute to break off one of the sites to verify the configuration? 

A. vxdiskadm 

B. vxfiredrill 

C. vxdgdetachsite 

D. vxsite detach 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Hot-relocation is available for which two types of volume layouts? (Select two.) 

A. striped 

B. striped-mirror 

C. striped with parity 

D. concatenated with hot standby disk 

E. striped with hot standby disk 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 4



Which Veritas Volume Manager command permanently removes a disk from Volume Manager control? 

A. vxvolunsetup 

B. vxdg deport 

C. vxdiskunsetup 

D. vxdisk init 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Which advantage does the Data Change Object (DCO) feature provide? 

A. optimized resynchronization of stale volume data 

B. optimized SmartMove 

C. optimized replication of volume data 

D. optimized file compression 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Which disk configuration method brings a previously used disk with existing information under Volume Manager control
while preserving the data? 

A. Activation 

B. Initialization 

C. Retention 

D. Encapsulation 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

A relayout operation was started on the wrong volume. Which actions revert the volume to its original layout? 

A. Abort the relayout using the \\'vxrelayout\\' command and then reverse the relayout using the \\'vxtask\\' command 

B. Abort the relayout using the \\'vxtask\\' command and then reverse the relayout using the \\'vxrelayout\\' command 

C. Pause the relayout using the \\'vxtask\\' command and then reverse the relayout using the \\'vxtask\\' command 



D. Pause the relayout using the \\'vxrelayout\\' command and then use the \\'vxtask\\' command. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

Within a file system, mounted with -o ckptautomnt=ro and denoted by /mountpoint, in which directory will Storage
Checkpoints be automatically mounted? 

A. /mountpoint/lost+found/.checkpoint 

B. /mountpoint/.checkpoint 

C. /mountpoint/lost+found/.snapshot 

D. /mountpoint/.snapshot 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

When performing a dry run for deduplication, fsdedupadm may take a \\'-o threshold=percentage\\' argument. This
argument will initiate an actual deduplication run when the metric reaches which given value? 

A. the percentage of file system disk usage 

B. the percentage of expected savings 

C. the percentage of duplicate file names 

D. the percentage of the dry run completed 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

The volume datavol has been created, but the volume contents have yet to be initialized. The volume datavol is in which
state? 

A. EMPTY 

B. INIT 

C. NEEDINIT 

D. NEEDSYNC 

Correct Answer: A 

 



QUESTION 11

How often does Symantec Mail Security 8300 update new anti-spam rules? 

A. every 5-7 minutes 

B. several times a day 

C. every day 

D. every 3-7 days 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

What must be true in the DNS setup to establish load sharing via DNS round robin across multiple SMTP gateway
servers? 

A. the preference numbers or weightings of the MX records must be the same 

B. the Ptr records for the servers must point to the same hostname 

C. the load sharing attribute must reference a valid hardware load balancer with an externally routable IP address 

D. the preference numbers of the A records must be set to 10 

Correct Answer: A 
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